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Integrated system based on CityOmnis® 

for managing networks



Managing operations related to the adminis-

tration of a network has never been so simple. 

CityOmnis® becomes CityLight® for offering 

an integrated solution system where the pub-

lic lighting network is easy to consult in every 

moment according to needs. 

Much more than a software, 
Much more than a management tool

Doesn’t need any installa-
tion, just browser and in-
ternet access: An easy and 
powerful solution for 
management

WHY CIT YOMNIS®?

CityOmnis® centralizes different 

potentiality, managing datum look-

ing at the efficiency of the system. 

Access to the system is custom-

ized on users. So is possible to 

personalize different levels of ac-

cess.

FROM CHECKING TO EFFICIENCY

Light points searchable for attributes 

First aid

Ordinary maintenance

Extraordinary maintenance

Manage problems reporting 

Energy Management

Usable by mobile App

Utilities contracts management
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Sis.Ter® srl is an innovative SME, ISO 9001 and ISO 

27001 certified. Our approach to complex projects 

underlines our multi-skill and systemic vision. Sis.

Ter® works with the modelling of advanced informa-

tion systems right through to their implementation. 

Professionals in the group other than those in the 

key area of computing are: architects, agronomists, 

geologists, topographers, engineers, environmental 

scientists, physicists and statisticians.

Through people with interdisciplinary training and 

continuous updating we can guarantee a high level 

of professionalism. Our IT personnel are EUCIP cer-

tified.

The Research and Development sector has evolved into a laboratory 
in its own right: the Research Laboratory on Geospatial Sciences 
and Technologies and Smart Cities, GeoSmartLAB. GeoSmartLAB 
has been registered with the National Research Registry Office 
(code 61807HTP). GeoSmartLAB is accredited by the Emilia-Romag-
na Region High Technology Network and works with the Depart-
ment of Computer Engineering UNIBO on applied research, technol-
ogy transfer and higher education.

ABOUT US

GeoSmartLAB

E N E R G Y

Sis.Ter ®

GeoSmartLAB

UDM Urban
Design Magazine UP 

Urban Planning

Infocommercio
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Numbers of CityLight®
choice of

HERAluce choice of

Acegas Aps Amga

over 
500

USERS

There are more than 500 users that every-

day make access to the Service. Depend-

ing on users they will have different login 

levels personalized on operation rights 

and data access. There will be different 

profiles depending on users (maintenance  

employee, trading employee or utilities 

contracts employee). Once logged in is 

possible to choose the wished service 

from those activated.

over 
170

MUNICIPALITIES 
INVOLVED
CityLight® is a powerful tool and has got 

huge usability. There are over 170 Munic-

ipalities that everyday are using its po-

tentiality to manage their public lighting 

networks and everything else concerns, 

like ordinary and extraordinary mainte-

nance.

Interactive maps and continuous moni-

toring are just two of the many features 

that make CityLight® a precious tool.

over 
300.000
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over 
300.000

MANAGED LIGHT
POINTS 
Lampposts, lights and everything related 

to lighting of a city: CityLight® has got a 

database with all geographic data and 

usage of every light of the urban network. 

They are cataloged for typology and im-

mediately viewable on a digital map ac-

cording to lamp type or installed system 

type an so on.

REPORTS

CityLight® is designed to handle comfor-

tably ordinary and extraordinary  main-

tenance. Every year, reports of failures 

from public authorities or by private ci-

tizens are over 25,000 and they are ma-

naged in a centralized  way thanks to 

CityLight®. Reporting, taking in charge, 

status of repair: all in one tool.

over 
25.000

E N E R G Y
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Registering and mapping Light points

CityLight® system allows you to register and manage 

light points of the city that are categorized by type, 

support type, lamp and much more. Depending on the 

characteristics are also differentiated in the map, for 

making them easy to recognize. They can be viewable 

and filtered for property.

Interactive maps for maxim 
usability

DEDICATED 
MOBILE APP

An App allows you to see light 

points, maintenance, electrical 

panels and much 

more on the map. De-

pending on different 

profiles, the user can 

indicate a fault, enter 

a maintenance inter-

vention carried and 

description through 

the app. Users can 

also add a light spot 

or correct possible in-

accuracies and so on.
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E N E R G Y

Support

Support for electrical cabinetArmatures for support

Electrical cabinetNumber of lamps for support

Ordinary / Extraordinary 
maintenance activitiesType of lamps for support

MAPS AND GRAPHS SUMMARY

Analysis dashboard

Selecting a Municipality, the 

dashboard shows data and 

graphs summary, display-

ing data for consistency (type 

supports, armor type, etc.) or 

for intervention activities, for 

example shows the percent-

age of reports that they have 

created suitable maintenance 

activity.
Cabinet 
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Maintenance and contracts management

ORDINARY 
MAINTENANCE

The system manages 

through calendars all 

the ordinary mainte-

nance.

EXTRAORDINARY 
MAINTENANCE

eCall has been 

thought for collect-

ing and fixing reports 

and failures.

It is possible to set up maintenance interventions by calendar: a messaging system warns who is in 

charge by a notification that can also be set up. A mobile system designed for field operators allows 

them to insert the type of maintenance carried out or any reminder for subsequent interventions.

EVEN 
SMARTER

ON THE NEW  
VERSION, MAINTE-
NANCE PLANS ARE 

AUTOMATICALLY 
UPDATED WHEN AN 

ELECTRIC CABINET IS 
ADDED.
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CONTRACTS: THE ENTIRE WORKFLOW IS CUSTOMIZABLE

To manage large long term 

contracts with unavoidable 

deadlines 

C O N T R A C T S 
M A N A G I N G

It is possible to set up a 

calendar with automatic alerts 

and reminders

C A L E N D A R  A N D 
R E M I N D E R

Delegated works to 

subcontractors are monitored 

without difficulty

M O N I T O R I N G 
S U B C O N T R A C T O R S

Contracts are cataloged and conveniently filtered: for example, you can look for contracts and individual sections and subsec-

tions by state of work, name of the person in charge or for the type of notice of the deadlines attached to a particular contract 

section. It is also possible to insert deadlines for  notices referring to each section and manage them sending messages.

E N E R G Y
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To import and study usage or reduction flows:  from the consistency of the network, a 
diagnostic and simulation system to improve system performances

TREND 

MONITORING

Energy manager: how to optimize

From the city to the single user: everything is 

checked and analyzed thanks to the possibility 

of realizing analysis and consumption report in 

every moment.

USAGE REPORTS 

AND ANALYSIS

It is always possible to know deeply consump-

tions by period, area or user, through diagnos-

tic and monitoring tools expected as a service.
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ENERGY EFFICIENCY

The Energy Manager steps further than the analysis: it provides  the 

possibility of simulating consumption by changing  scenarios. De-

pending on the intervention carried out, it is possible to predict ac-

curately how and  in which measure consumption will change: a re-

alistic assessment to decide how to improve, acting really  efficiently 

on the network. 

The simulation with analysis allows to overlap the consumption esti-

mate with the actual ones in order to highlight anomalies, using types 

of lamps and also considering nighttime reduction and the day/night 

alternate on data stored for each support.

REALISTIC 

SIMULATIONS

Energy Manager of 
CityOmnis®: Analysis and  

simulation just in one click
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